Synopsis

With full-color photos, price lists, and loads of collectible information, this fact-filled handbook tells readers which are the most valuable Beanie Babies and why. It also includes the name, birthday, and style number of each Beanie Baby past and present, predictions of when each Beanie will be retired, current value versus original price, and tips on what makes each Beanie Baby special.
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Customer Reviews

Outdated within weeks after its release. Collectors and enthusiasts are better served by Mary Beth magazines and internet.

This book was pretty good. It has a part called the Beanie Explosion which is the history history of Beanie Babies, all the Beanie Babies up to the fall, 1998 releases, a checklist and Beanie Babie Profiles.

Small and very easy to carry when I'm out searching for Beanies. It has interesting Beanie trivia. The longer Complete Idiot's Guide to Beanie Babies by the same author goes into even greater detail about my favorite collecting hobby!

I think that if you are going to make a book that you should make sure that you know what you are talking about.
this is so great. I love beanie babies